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ABSTRACT 
Main aim of this paper is to explore the human information capabilities with link to open 
problems in computer science. We come with working hypothesis reflecting currently 
known research experimental evidence of human information capabilities. As every hypo-
thesis, presented hypothesis needs further verification to show confirmation or disconfir-
mation in result. Nevertheless, this work opens novel topic on scientific research with aim 
to resolve presented open problems and review of classical paradigm in computer science.  

1. OPEN PROBLEMS 
Beside the proposed parallel challenge in HW and SW design, even toady we can observe 
certain limitations we are facing [2]. 

Physical walls: Computer science has already faced physical walls in implementation of 
logical gates, in silicon chip (concerning size, overheating, unsustainable power consump-
tion). Therefore researchers are switching to parallelization. But once maximal parallel 
speedup is reached there is no obvious clue how to continue this settled performance 
growth.  

Theoretical walls:  Are open questions closely related to model of Turing machine, TM. 
Here we can note undecidable problems like Halting Problem; NP-hard and NP-complete 
problems like SAT Problem. Beside the fact there exist theoretical computational models 
more powerful than TM, like TM with Oracle, Site machines; due to the infinite descrip-
tive properties of such models it is not possible to implement it efficiently and use in prac-
tice. Thus effective computable theoretical model remains bounded by Turing machine. 

Human-Computer walls: Beside the physical and theoretical walls computer science is 
also dealing with many human-computer interaction (HCI) problems. It is simply observa-
ble that as greater difference exist at interaction between human and computer as more ef-
forts must be spend to eliminate human-computer gap (gulf of execution, gulf of evalua-
tion). We cannot change the human computable design, but we can decide how “machine” 
computation is designed.  

Discussion: In future research and development of computer science researchers would 
like to handle physical, theoretical and HCI walls as presented. Therefore these walls 
represent the main motivation for alternative computation.  



2. ALTERNATIVE COMPUTATION 
In following we briefly show two main representatives of real world alternative computing 
(quantum, DNA computation) and discuss its properties. Both, quantum and DNA are not 
restricted to silicon chip HW platform (reflects physical walls), comes from nature, real 
world observation, massive parallel (reflects theoretical walls), promising more efficiency. 

Quantum computation: It is known that quantum TM is more efficient than TM, but it is 
still an open question whether all quantum mechanical events are Turing-computable. For 
example, Shor [9] demonstrated quantum algorithm for integer factorization which is ex-
ponentially faster than the best-known classical factoring algorithm. Quantum computing 
was also successfully used to solve some of artificial intelligence NP-hard problems [7]. 
Although quantum computing is promising to overcome physical walls of classical silicon 
chip design and decrees time complexity at case of certain theoretical problems, it cannot 
be used in practise due to main disadvantages: expensive to fabricate, today quantum 16-
qubit chip (D-Wave) is not enough, decoherence (the lost of superposition state). 

DNA computation: Operations of molecular genetics can be understood as operations 
over strings/strands and by proper sequence of such operations we are able to execute re-
quired computation. Adleman [1] demonstrated DNA “algorithm” for solving of well-
known NP-complete problem, the "travelling salesman" in polynomial time. He chose to 
find the shortest route between 7 cities. In later years DNA computation was generalised to 
solve other NP-complete problems. Although the DNA computing is also promising to 
overcome physical walls of classical silicon chip design and solving NP-complete prob-
lems efficiently, the reality is different due to main disadvantages: representation of prob-
lem leads to non optimal space complexity, execution time (e.g. one step can take one day 
or more), risk of errors during biological operations (requires repeating until acceptable).  

Discussion: Alternative computable approaches like quantum or DNA computation come 
with “partial” solution, novel approach, but still have other “own” problems. We may ask, 
what is the next? Is there any other alternative approach which can contribute to open 
problems/walls? 

3. HUMAN INFORMATION CAPABILITIES 
As shown in previous chapter alternative approaches are candidates to overcome walls in 
computer science, on the other hand still not feasible, applicable. In this paper we consider 
another alternative approach – human information capabilities, which stand for human 
computation and communication abilities. As human information capabilities are still un-
discovered research area (the power and time complexity of human information processing 
is still unknown) we focus on this topic to contribute positive on presented walls.   

Classical computation (as we know today) provides two main services to satisfying human 
needs. These closely related services are: 

 Processing information, form of information may differ (dealing with computation). 
 Sharing information (dealing with communication). 

Both of these services can be found on human in natural form. Further, there exist specific 
tasks “solvable” by human computation, which cannot be solved by any classical computer 
or which is hard to solve (e.g. artificial intelligence NP-hard problems) [7]. Here we can 
note some specific tasks like pattern recognition, path navigation, and natural language 
processing or more abstract tasks like creativity, free will and consciousness. Moreover, 



beyond these well-known tasks there is also experimental evidence on human information 
capabilities which cannot be classically explained on basis of established physical concepts 
and statistical theory [5].  

In summary, we do not know the diversity, power and complexity of human information 
capabilities and moreover we do not know its all causers and principles [4]. For instance, 
there is experimental evidence which link mind process with holonomic quantum interpre-
tation [11], but quantum interpretation is still subject of open question. It is not possible to 
answer such open questions in this paper; hence here we operate with information which is 
known, classical scientific concepts (e.g. neural networks) and results of experimental evi-
dence (e.g. unexplainable human phenomena) to propose research synthesis – working hy-
pothesis with aim to contribute on walls in computer science. 

4. WORKING HYPOTHESIS 
In classical computer science there exist many human/natural based approaches (e.g. itera-
tive evolutionary approach). These approaches are commonly studied separately in contrast 
to real world evidence. Here we assume these approaches as cooperative system, research 
synthesis rather than stand alone approach (to be more close to real human). This also re-
flects real evidence of human scientific results (psychology, neurobiology, and quantum 
mechanics) [3, 4]. Whole hypothesis is divided into three parts and linked together. Now, 
we postulate hypothesis statements consequently. 

H1: Rather than describing human information capability like independent neural network, 
iterative evolutionary computation or fuzzy system, etc, we are assuming the synthesis of 
these approaches as cooperative computable system based on neural networks, molecular 
neurology, evolutionary approach and phenomena related to quantum mechanics at least.  

In real world human mind, thinking is physically related to brain functions, where brain in-
clude biological neural network (refer to neural network computation) which describes a 
population of interconnected neurons or a group of disparate neurons whose inputs or sig-
naling targets define a recognizable circuit. This circuit is evolvable and reconfigurable 
(refer to iterative evolvable approach). The field of molecular neurobiology overlaps with 
other areas of biology and chemistry, particularly genetics and biochemistry and study be-
haviors on molecular level, behind neuron size. Study of nervous behavior on such level 
brings us to microscopic world where quantum phenomena are examined. Further the evi-
dence of non-local physical, chemical and biological effects supports quantum brain theory 
[4]. These theories where proposed by various researchers [3, 10, 11] (refer to quantum 
phenomena). With respect to H1 and following H2 statement, recently in computer science 
it was proved that assuming “ingredients” of real modern computing like non-uniformity 
of programs, interaction of machines and infinity operations in cooperative model, simul-
taneously; leads to model beyond Turing machine, see also chapter 1.  

H2: By considering and supporting all phenomena in cooperative computable system as 
stated in (H1) computability of human computable model is increased in terms of complex-
ity/efficiency, in contrast with considering each phenomenon as independent model, stand 
alone computable approach.    

With respect to H1 and H2 statement; further research in following third statement can also 
bring us explanation why human is able to solve NP-hard problems similarly as quantum 



computation; meanwhile these problems are not efficiently solvable by classical computa-
tion today [7]. 

H3: Based on (H1) and (H2) computation and communication patterns can be designed to 
overcome some of relevant physical and theoretical walls in computer science. 

4.1. TOWARDS HUMAN INFORMATION MODEL 
Meanwhile human science is referring to psychology (natural SW), biology, medicine 
(natural HW); the technical science is referring to classical computer science and physics. 
Here we have to meet both research attitudes to fulfil common goal. To verify the pre-
sented hypothesis statements H1, H2 and H3 we deal with human information model. In 
general, we may try to describe the best model for human information capabilities, but the 
best model will always remain human himself. Moreover it is not currently feasible to an-
swer all human-information open questions in one model. Therefore presented model 
stands for links of “what we know” separately to observe “what we need to overcome”. At 
this phase, we do not need to answer all questions to be able to use what we have, we are. 
Figure 4.1 shows general multi-level model of human information capabilities. The exis-
tence of each level was confirmed by experimental evidence as described above and is ex-
amined further.  

 
Figure 4.1: Multi-level model of human information capabilities, all levels are cooperative. 

Physical macro level refers to nervous system linked with sensory preceptors which can 
be described as neural network connected to external devices. It is still an open question 
what variant of neural network is the best approximation for human-natural network. Cur-
rently the model of Analogue Recurrent Neural Networks (ARNN) is examined as human 
neural network candidate. If ARNN operates with real numbers then computable power is 
equal to Turing machine with oracle [13].  

Physical micro level refers to evidence of computation beyond the neuron level. Molecu-
lar neurobiology has discovered that biochemical transactions play an important role in 
neuronal computations; on level where toady quantum mechanics is the most accurate de-
scription. For instance, in [12] dendrite spine is examined as a quantum computing device. 
Moreover there is huge experimental evidence on phenomena (beyond neuron size) which 
supports quantum explanation [3, 10]. 

Non-physical level refers to human information activity which cannot be explained on ba-
sis of established physical concepts and statistical theory. It is assumed that such activity is 
executed beyond any physical artefact/part of human body [5, 6, 8]. Although the experi-
mental evidence [5] is matter of discussion and open questions, we should consider such 
evidence as part of human information capabilities as evidence shows. 



5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have listed main open problems of computer science, discussed alternative approaches 
which are promising the solutions. But in spite of quantum, DNA alternative efforts open 
problems/walls remains open. Hence we focused on human information capabilities as 
other alternative approach and presented the working hypothesis which is offering the posi-
tive contribution on discussed problems. We have also presented the abstract human in-
formation model which is essential for future investigation in hypothesis verification.    

In future work the main research aim remains hypothesis verification, mostly based on hu-
man information activity experimental evidence, model approximation and design of pat-
terns (“algorithmic-rules”) for NP-hard (mostly artificial intelligence) problems which are 
solvable in terms of H3 statement.  
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